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4. Rationale:
   Approximately 440 million people are visually impaired or blind worldwide, and over 80% are aged 50 years and above. Although the age-specific prevalence has decreased from 1990 to 2015,
the estimated number of people with impaired vision increased by 17% as a result of the ageing of the population.[1] Further visual impairment and associated age-related retinal pathology have significant consequences, impacting cognitive function, quality of life, and social engagement in the older populations. [2-4]

Racial differences in genetic makeup, access to care or environment may produce differing profiles in visual function or retinal pathology. Such differences may also affect the relationships between visual function and quality of life outcomes. Previous studies have reported racial differences in disease prevalence and the prevalence of visual impairment. The Baltimore Eye Survey revealed a significantly higher prevalence of open angle glaucoma in the African American population compared to the Caucasian population (4.7% vs. 1.3%, respectively) aged 40 years and older.[5] The Salisbury Eye Evaluation Glaucoma Study further showed race-specific differences in the prevalence of open angle glaucoma (23.2% in African-Americans vs. 9.4% in Caucasian participants 75 years and older).[6] Meanwhile, Caucasians are more susceptible to age-related macular degeneration for all disease stages.[7] Our own ARIC cohort data, along with analysis based on the NHANES and Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis data, have shown that African Americans are at higher risk for diabetic retinopathy.[8-10] It has also been projected from pooled studies that African American populations are more likely to experience visual impairment and blindness by 2050.[11] However, functional outcomes other than visual acuity have been rarely assessed in these studies.

Retinal features can be assessed quantitatively by evaluating the pathological changes using retinal photos, and qualitatively by measuring the retinal tissue thickness using optic coherence tomography (OCT) scans. Both technology has been used routinely in ophthalmic care settings and selectively in population-based studies.[12, 13] Previous studies have shown that retinal structural measures assessed by OCT are associated with visual disabilities and quality of life in patients with predefined conditions.[14, 15] However, much is left unknown regarding the racial disparities in the associations between visual functions, qualitative and quantitative ocular pathology, quality of life, and physical ability outcomes.

Differences between African Americans, largely from Jackson Mississippi, and Caucasians from the other ARIC communities, though they cannot be attributed to possible biological differences between the race groups, may nevertheless help describe expected differences between African Americans and Caucasians in the often very different communities they reside in. This study will also examine the associations of the ocular structural and visual findings with the social context in each race group.

Current population-based studies have mainly focused on individuals 40 years and older, with samples skewed towards the younger tail of that age distribution, with a poor representation of older adults. As the population ages, normative data for visual function in the oldest individuals are needed for public health planning, epidemiological, and clinical research purposes. The ARIC cohort provides the unique opportunity of examining this group of individuals with data on the other covariates including comprehensive medical history, socioeconomic considerations, lifestyle such as alcohol and smoke intake, etc. Here we aim to examine racial/community differences in visual functions (as judged by visual testing) and retinal pathology (as judged by photographs), and to explore their associations with quality of life in an older population sample from two communities: Jackson, MS, and Hagerstown, MD.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:

In the current study, we aim to address the following research questions in the two chosen communities, each with a population aged 75 years and older:

1. Determine the normative visual function data including distance and near visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and reading speed;
2. Determine the prevalence of retinal pathological findings, i.e. preproliferative retinopathy, glaucomatous optic nerve neuropathy, age-related macular degeneration, etc.;
3. Evaluate the distributions of retina structural measures quantified by OCT scans;
4. Compare the differences between the populations from two distinct community and racial backgrounds, and to analyze the associations between visual function/retinal pathology and quality of life outcomes (i.e. depression, functional limitations).
6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

**Study design:**

This is a cross-sectional, observational study; data from the ARIC visit 6 or visit 7 (depending upon the closest proximity to the EyeDOC exam) and EyeDOC visits will be analyzed.

**Inclusion/Exclusion criteria:**

ARIC participants recruited in the EyeDOC ancillary study will be included. These include 500 participants with Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores no less than 22 from the Jackson study site and 500 participants with MMSE scores no less than 24 from the Hagerstown study site. Participants with extreme mobility limitations or incomplete vision assessment data will be excluded.

**Primary outcome:**

Visual assessment outcomes include:
- Distance and near visual acuity
- Contrast sensitivity
- Reading speed

Retinal pathology qualitative outcomes include the presence of the following pathology on retinal photographs:
- Preproliferative retinopathy
- Proliferative retinopathy
- Glaucomatous optic neuropathy
- Age-related macular degeneration

Retinal pathology quantitative outcomes include the following measures from OCT scans:
- Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness
- Ganglion cell layer / inner plexiform layer thickness

Quality of life outcomes including:
- Functional status assessed by physical ability questionnaires and depression scales

**Other variables of interest:**

Other variables collected during the ARIC visit 6/visit 7 follow-up will be included:
- Demographics and socioeconomic: age, gender, household income, education level
- Life style: smoking history
- Medical history: diabetes, hyperlipidemia, hypertension
- Access to medical care (ARIC visit 5)

Other variables collected during the EyeDOC study will be included:
Summary of data analysis:

Study population

Study population will include all participants in the EyeDOC study, where individuals with a MMSE score ≥ 22 are recruited from the Jackson site, and individuals with a MMSE score ≥ 24 are recruited from the Hagerstown site. Participants with mobility limitations impeding retinal imaging will be excluded from the retinal pathology analysis.

Visual functions

Descriptive statistics for visual functions including distance presenting logMAR visual acuity, near presenting logMAR visual acuity, and corrected logMAR visual acuity will be reported; contrast sensitivity will also be reported. Distributions will be described graphically. Inter-ocular correlations will be assessed with Pearson correlation analysis for logMAR visual acuity. LogMAR visual acuity and contrast sensitivity by racial group will be described continuously and categorically. Visual impairment is defined in accordance with the World Health Organization’s classifications, and as corrected visual acuity worse than 20/40 in the better-seeing eye. Contrast sensitivity impairment is defined as log CS ≤ 1.48. Reading speed is reported as the maximum reading speed obtained from the MNRead test.

Retinal pathology qualitative assessments

Retinal photographs are obtained in one eye per individual in most cases in the EyeDOC study; however, in a random 10% subsample of the study population, retinal photos are obtained in both eyes. Retinal pathology is determined based on the retinal photos in the selected eye if one eye is imaged, and in the right eye if both eyes are imaged and met grading criteria. Active proliferative retinopathy, preproliferative retinopathy, age-related macular degeneration, glaucomatous optic neuropathy, and other retinal pathology will be graded. Prevalent cases are identified and reported as the proportions in the two community samples, respectively.

Retinal pathology quantitative assessments

Structural OCT scans are obtained in one eye per individual in most cases in the EyeDOC study; in a random 10% subsample of the study population, OCT scans are obtained in both eyes. OCT scans are obtained in the same eye(s) retinal photos are captured. Structural measures including retinal nerve fiber layer thickness and ganglion cell layer / inner plexiform layer thickness were assessed.

Quality of life

Functional status is assessed in the ARIC study through the physical ability questionnaire in which items are grouped into functional limitations, activities of daily living, and instrumental activities of daily living. Based on the distribution of responses, functional limitations will be
categorized as none (no difficulty on any item), mild (some difficulty on any item), and severe (much difficulty or unable to do any item). Activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living will be dichotomized as no impairment or impairment (some or much difficulty or unable to do on any item). Depression is assessed through the depression scale.

**Proposed analysis**

Demographics, socioeconomics, and medical history will be compared between the two communities/racial groups. Measured visual acuity and contrast sensitivity, as well as the age and gender adjusted visual acuity and contrast sensitivity will be compared between the two community samples. Prevalence of retinal pathology by the two racial/community groups will be presented.

Logistic regression models will be used to estimate: (1) The associations of visual functions with community/racial group, socioeconomics, medical history, retinal pathology, and OCT structural measures. Visual function will be evaluated as dichotomous dependent variables of visual impairment (yes/no), and contrast sensitivity impairment (yes/no). Age in years, gender, race, household income, education level, smoking status, alcohol intake, medical history of diabetes, hypertension, refractive error, and presence of retinal pathology will be included as independent variables. Furthermore, the associations of these covariates with the visual findings will be examined in each race group separately. (2) The associations of functional limitations (activities of daily living, instrumental activities of daily living) with visual function (best-corrected visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, maximum reading speed, etc), adjusted for demographics, socioeconomics, medical history. We will also examine whether racial/community group has a modifying effect on relationships. Odds ratios with corresponding 95% confidence intervals will be reported. Univariate regression analysis will be conducted, followed by multivariate regression analysis.

**Limitations and possible solutions**

This is primarily a descriptive study to understand the distribution and prevalence of vision function deficits and pathology signs in two racially and geographically distinct community samples. The fact that the racial groups are selected from separate sites is an obvious limitation to inferences which can be drawn. Associations with physical function variables will be from cross-sectional analyses and thus temporality is not established; however, there is no evidence to suggest that physical function limitations affect vision. History of cataract surgery is an important covariate for visual function outcomes in this population; although EyeDOC has only self-reported cataract history (compared to ophthalmologists on site for slit-lamp examinations, which would be the gold standard), cataract surgery is generally felt to be reliably remembered though the specific eye involved may not. Other data collected through questionnaires may introduce recall bias however, such as access to ophthalmic care. For prevalence of retinal pathology, generalizability may be limited as those with more severe eye disease may potentially not participate in a research study. The other consideration is retinal images and OCT scans may not be obtainable in eyes with more severe ocular conditions, or the image quality may not be sufficient for determination of pathological findings or structural measures. As noted above, the comparison is not limited to racial differences, but also important contextual differences that will need to be emphasized to avoid overweighting the racial component of any disparities. To the
extent possible, we will evaluate covariates representing potential differences in health care history and health-related behaviors if sufficient variability exists within each site.
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